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Abstract

We de ne a new complexity measure, called object complexity, for hidden-surface elimination
algorithms. This model is more appropriate than the standard scene complexity measure used in
computational geometry for predicting the performance of these algorithms on current graphics
rendering systems.
We also present an algorithm to determine the set of visible windows in 3-D scenes consisting
of n isothetic windows. It takes time O(n log n), which is optimal. The algorithm solves in the
object complexity model the same problem that Bern [Ber] addressed for the standard scene
complexity model.

1 The Object Complexity Model
Hidden-surface removal is a central problem in computer graphics. Given a collection of objects
in three-dimensional space, we want to render the objects as they would be seen from an observer
at a speci ed viewpoint. Determining which objects are obscured is a major part of the rendering
process.
Various hidden surface algorithms have been proposed in the computational geometry literature.
Worst case optimal algorithms are presented in [Dev, McK]. Algorithms sensitive to the number of
intersections of the objects on the viewing plane are presented in [Goo, Nur, Sch]. More recently,
algorithms have been output-sensitive ; that is, the running time of these algorithms depends on the
input size and some feature of the output, typically the scene complexity, which is the number of
visible line segments in the nal rendered scene. Such algorithms are found in [Ber, GAO, KOS,
PrV, PVYa, PVYb, ReS]. More output-sensitive algorithms which do not assume that a backto-front ordering of the objects in the scene with respect to the viewpoint exists are described
in [Bera, Berb, BHO, BeOa, BeOb]. The fastest algorithm for hidden-surface elimination takes
time O(n2=3+ k2=3 + n1+), where n is the size of the input and k is the scene complexity [AgM].
The computer graphics community, which is the source of the problem, has also studied hiddensurface removal extensively. Sutherland, Sproull and Schumacker [SSS] survey early hidden surface
removal algorithms used in graphics. Recent approaches [Air, Tel] have studied walk-through systems.
The aim here is to visually simulate the experience of walking inside a building using an architectural
model of the building. The simulation achieves realism when at least ten scenes are generated and
displayed per second.
The model of scene complexity used in computational geometry does not match the constraints of
the hardware and software typically used for hidden-surface elimination and rendering. We propose
a more realistic model of complexity, called object complexity, in which the running time is measured
in terms of the input size and the number of objects visible in the scene.
Object complexity is motivated by the use of z -bu er rendering hardware [Cat, FDF], which is
found in high-performance graphics machines like the Silicon Graphics RealityEngine [Ake]. The
z -bu er sequentially processes the objects input to it, and updates the pixels of the display corresponding to each object, based on distance information. Assuming that the input objects are
triangles, the cost of z -bu er processing depends on the number of triangles processed by the z bu er except in the atypical case where the triangles are extremely large, when the processing cost
is dominated by the number of pixels covered by the triangles.
The z -bu er can be implemented very fast in hardware. For example, the Silicon Graphics
RealityEngine is capable of rendering a million triangles per second. Fast as the z -bu er is, datasets
are becoming so huge that even the fastest z -bu ers cannot render them in real time. Some aircraft
models consist of tens of millions of triangles, and submarine models may have a billion triangles.
This problem is compounded for interactive real-time applications like walk-through systems [Air,
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Tel]. In such applications, new scenes need to be generated at least ten times a second. Processing
all the input through the z -bu er at these rates is currently not possible. If the visible scene is to
be displayed in real time, it is imperative that the z -bu er should process only a small superset
of the visible triangles. This strongly motivates the development of provably fast algorithms for
determining a small superset of the visible triangles (a.k.a. \culling") so that the requirements on
z -bu ers are eased.
Object complexity is always less than n, the number of objects in the input and hence can be
much less than the scene complexity (which can be (n2 )). This happens, for example, when the
viewpoint is at z = +1 and the scene contains n=2 thin rectangles parallel to the x-axis lying
directly above n=2 thin rectangles parallel to the y-axis. See Figure 1. Algorithms whose running
time depends on scene complexity can be used trivially to determine visible objects by outputting
all the objects that contain segments in the view. However, in the worst case, this might entail
spending (n2 ) time to output O(n) distinct objects.
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Figure 1: A set of n objects with O(n) object complexity and (n2 ) scene complexity.

The Object Complexity Model

When doing hidden-surface elimination, we have two goals.
 Minimize computation time.
 Find a small superset of the visible triangles.
Since these two measures are incomparable, we wish to minimize both in our algorithms.

2 Hidden-Surface Elimination in Static Scenes
Our model of object complexity is relevant not only for dynamic scenes as mentioned above but also
for static scenes like the one we address in this paper. Most machines do not have z -bu ers and must
resort to software z -bu ers, or else they have hardware z -bu ers that perform at a fraction of the
speed of a state-of-the-art z -bu er like the RealityEngine. In such cases, the speed of the rendering
process is considerably heightened by a fast and ecient software algorithm which culls all but a
small superset of the visible triangles and feeds only these to the z -bu er. Even in machines with
state-of-the-art z -bu ers, faster CPUs can put the bottleneck of rendering back on the z -bu er.
2

The problem we study is nding the exact set of rectangles visible from the point z = +1 in a set
of n rectangles with sides parallel to the x{ and y{ axes. We solve this problem in optimal (n log n)
time. Bern [Ber] addresses this problem for the standard scene complexity model. Our algorithm
is novel because we cannot a ord to maintain information about all the visible segments explicitly
(like he does). We maintain this information implicitly by using the segment tree in a clever manner.
The following sections describe how we do this. Section 3 de nes the problem and proves a lower
bound. The algorithm is described in Section 4. Section 5 contains the proof of correctness and the
analysis of the running time. An improved, optimal algorithm is described in Section 6. Section 7
concludes.

3 Window Visibility Problem
Our input is n rectangles, each with sides parallel to the x{ and y{ axes. The object is to report the rectangles visible from the point z = +1. Each rectangle R is speci ed by ve numbers, R:x1 ; R:x2 ; R:y1; R:y2 ; and R:z such that R = [x1 ; x2 ]  [y1 ; y2 ]  [z; z ], where x1 < x2
and y1 < y2 . If two edges belonging to di erent rectangles project to the same line segment on
the xy{plane but have di erent z coordinates, the edge with higher z coordinate is considered to
obscure the edge with lower z coordinate. This problem arises in windowing systems where windows
are drawn on the screen according to a priority assigned to each window.
Theorem 1 In the algebraic decision tree model, any algorithm that determines which of n rectangles with sides parallel to the x{ and y{axes are visible from z = +1 requires (n log n) tests.
Proof : It is well known that the problem of determining whether all the members of a set of n real
numbers are distinct has a lower bound of (n log n) [DoL].
Suppose we are given a set S of n real numbers. For every element x of S we create a square of
side x whose top left corner is at (x; x). These squares are assigned distinct heights. See Figure 2.
The point (a; a) on the square corresponding to the element a of S can be obscured only by another
square with top left corner at (a; a). Hence, the members of S are distinct if and only if the algorithm
to determine the visible rectangles reports n rectangles.
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Figure 2: The rectangle with top left corner (a; a) is not obscured by any other rectangle.
Note that this proof holds for the case when we report exactly the set of visible rectangles. We
conjecture that the (n log n) lower bound also holds even when we report a small superset of the
visible rectangles.
3

4 Algorithm

We sweep a plane perpendicular to the x-axis from x = ?1 to x = +1. Event points of the sweep
are the coordinates of the vertical edges (the edges parallel to the y{axis) of the rectangles. If more
than one vertical edge share the same x coordinate, they are processed in decreasing order of z
coordinate with right edges processed before left edges1. The intersections of the rectangles with
the sweep plane are stored in a segment tree T . We de ne the segment tree below. In what follows,
the left and right children of node v in the segment tree are u and w, respectively.
Let Y be the set of y-coordinates of the endpoints of the horizontal edges (the edges parallel to
the x{axis) of the n input rectangles. The elements of Y [ f?1; 1g partition the y-axis into at
most 2n +1 intervals of the form [yi ; yi+1 ); 1  i  2n +1, where yi ; 1  i  2n +2, is the ith smallest
element in Y [ f?1; 1g. The segment tree T is a height balanced binary tree constructed on the
elements of Y [ f?1; 1g. Each node v of T is associated with an interval called its basic segment
and denoted by bv . If v is the ith leaf of T (counting from left to right), then bv is [yi ; yi+1 ). If v is
an internal node of T , then bv = bu [ bw . See [Meh, PrS] for more details on segment trees.
A cross{section is the one-dimensional intersection of a rectangle with the sweep plane. Each
such cross{section is stored as O(log n) basic segments in T [PrS]. The following elds are stored at
each node v in T .
1. bv : the basic segment associated with v.
2. vmid : the midpoint of bv .
3. Hv : a heap storing the cross{sections stored at v sorted in decreasing order of z . Each element
of Hv has a ag u nrep which is true i that element has not been reported as visible so far.
top(Hv ) returns the cross{section of maximum z coordinate stored in the heap.
4. lv : the height of the lowest visible cross{section stored in the subtree rooted at v. If there is
no such lowest visible segment then lv is ?1. Visibility is with respect to the cross{sections
stored in the subtree rooted at v. This eld can be calculated as follows.
lv = maxfminflu ; lw g; top(Hv ):z g
5. hv : the height of the highest visible unreported cross{section (which is the top of the heap of
some node) in the subtree rooted at v. Visibility is with respect to the cross{sections stored
in the subtree rooted at v. If there is no such unreported basic segment hv is ?1. The hv
eld can be calculated as follows.
hv = maxfhu; hw g;
if (top(Hv ).u nrep = f alse) and (top(Hv ).z > hv ) then
hv = ?1;

else

hv = maxfhv ;

top(Hv ):z g;

As the plane is swept along the x{axis, the algorithm performs the following two actions.
1. If an event point corresponds to the left edge of a rectangle R, the corresponding cross{section
is inserted in T using procedure left-insert (described below) and each cross{section it is
divided into is checked for visibility.
2. If an event point corresponds to the right edge of a rectangle R, the corresponding cross{section
is deleted from T using procedure right-delete (described below) and cross{sections which
become visible as a result of this deletion are reported.
1
left edge
right edge
1 2  1 2 
1
For a rectangle [x ; x ]

[y ; y ]

[z; z], the

is the edge with x{coordinate x

edge with x{coordinate x2 .
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and the

is the

(R, S , root), where S is the background rectangle (that is, S:z = ?1) and root is the
root of T , inserts the cross{section of a rectangle R into T by dividing it into O(log n) cross{sections.
At each node where the cross{section of R is stored, it is checked for visibility.
procedure left-insert(R: rectangle, S : rectangle, v: segment tree node)
if [R:y1; R:y2]  bv then
insert R into Hv and set the u nrep eld of R in Hv to t rue;
if (R:z  lv ) and (R:z  S:z) then
report R as visible and set the u nrep eld of R in Hv to f alse;

left-insert

else
if (S:z < top(Hv ):z) then S = top(Hv );
if (R:y1  vmid) then left-insert(R, S , u);
if (vmid  R:y2) then left-insert(R, S , w);

update lv and hv ;
right-delete(R, S , root), where S and root are as de ned in left-insert, deletes the cross{
section of rectangle R from T . right-report is called at each node where a visible cross{section
of R is deleted.
procedure right-delete(R: rectangle, S : rectangle, v: segment tree node)
if [R:y1; R:y2]  bv then
delete R from Hv ;
update hv , lv ;
if ((S:u nrep = t rue) and (S:z  lv ))
report S as visible;
set the u nrep eld of S in T to f alse;

else
if (R:z  lv ) and (R:z  S:z) then
right-report(S; v );
else
if (S:z < top(Hv ):z) then S = top(Hv );
if (R:y1  vmid) then right-delete(R, S , u);
if (vmid  R:y2) then right-delete(R, S , w);

update lv and hv ;
right-report(S; v ) is called by right-delete at a segment tree node v where a visible cross{
section of a just-deleted rectangle R was stored. right-report reports all previously unreported
cross{sections that become visible as a result of the deletion of R.
procedure right-report(S : rectangle, v: segment tree node)
if (hv  S:z) return;
if (S:z  top(Hv ):z) then
if ( top(Hv ):u nrep = t rue) and ( top(Hv ):z  lv )
report top(Hv );
top(Hv ).u nrep = f alse;
S = top(Hv );
right-report(S , u);
right-report(S , w );
update hv ;
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5 Correctness and Analysis

Lemma 1 The algorithm reports all and only visible cross{sections.

Proof : The algorithm maintains the invariant that a cross{section s stored at a node v is obscured
by the cross{sections stored in the subtree rooted at v i s:z is less than lv . The segment tree has
the property that for any node v of T , bv  bu when u is an ancestor of v in T and bv  bu when u
is a descendent of v in T . This property implies that the highest cross{section s stored at a node v
is invisible if and only if
1. there exists a higher cross{section stored in an ancestor of v or
2. s:z is less than lv .
In the procedures left-insert, right-delete and right-report, when we are visiting node v,
the rectangle S is the highest rectangle stored at an ancestor of v. Since the checks implied by the
above statements are made using S and the lv eld before a cross{section is reported as visible, the
algorithm reports only visible cross{sections.
A visible rectangle R has either its left edge visible or a portion of its interior visible. It is
easy to see if R's left edge is visible, R is reported as visible when it is inserted into T . If only an
interior portion of R is visible, this portion must rst become visible during the sweep when some
visible rectangle S above R is deleted. Then a call to right-report at some node in T where
a cross{section of S is stored will report R as visible. This implies that all visible rectangles are
reported. It is also clear that the u nrep eld ensures that each visible cross{section is reported only
once.
2
The analysis depends on the following key lemma. We say that a node is marked if a rectangle
is reported as visible when the node is visited by right-report.
Lemma 2 Let U be the subtree of T explored by a single call to right-report. If two leaves of U
are siblings and unmarked, then their parent is marked.
Proof : Let the two unmarked leaves be u and w and v their parent. Let Sv ; Su and Sw be the values
of S when right-report visits v; u and w respectively. To show that v is marked we need to show
that top(Hv ) is reported as visible when v is visited by right-report. We can do this if we show
that the following three facts are true.
1. top(Hv ):z  Sv :z ,
2. top(Hv ):u nrep is t rue, and
3. top(Hv ):z  lv .
Since both u and w are leaves of U , we know from the pseudo{code for right-report that
hu < Su :z and hw < Sw :z:
(1)
We also know from the pseudo{code for right-report that
Su :z = Sw :z = maxfSv :z; top(Hv )g:
(2)
Now v is not a leaf of U . This means hv > ?1 (since hv > Sv :z  ?1). Hence, the de nition of hv
implies that
hv = maxfhu ; hw ; top(Hv ):z g:
(3)
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Now we are ready to prove that

top(Hv ):z

 Sv :z . Since v is not a leaf of U , we know that
hv  Sv :z:

(4)

Equation 3 implies that hv is equal to hu (the case when it is equal to hw is symmetric) or
to top(Hv ):z . If hv = hu , then Equation 3 implies that

hu 

top(Hv ):z:

(5)

Equation 2 implies that Su :z is either equal to Sv :z ( top(Hv ):z ) or equal to top(Hv ):z ( Sv :z ).
If Su :z = Sv :z  top(Hv ):z , we get a contradiction from hv = hu < Su :z = Sv :z  hv . If
Su :z = top(Hv ):z  Sv :z , we get a contradiction from top(Hv ):z  hu < Su :z = top(Hv ):z .
Hence hv = top(Hv ):z . Since hv  Sv :z , we have
top(Hv )  Sv :z:

(6)

Equations 6 and 2 now imply that Su :z = Sw :z = top(Hv ). Together with Equation 1, this implies
that top(Hv ) > maxfhu ; hw g. Since hv > ?1 (otherwise v would have been a leaf), the de nition
of hv implies that either top(Hv ):u nrep is t rue or top(Hv ):z  maxfhu ; hw g when v is visited by
right-report. We just showed that top(Hv ) > maxfhu ; hw g. Hence top(Hv ):u nrep is t rue.
We are done if we prove that top(Hv ):z  lv . By the de nition of hv and lv , it is clear
that hv  lv . Similarly, hu  lu and hw  lu . Since top(Hv ) > maxfhu; hw g, it follows
that top(Hv ) > maxflu ; lw g. We know that lv = maxfminflu ; lw g; top(Hv ):z g. This implies
that lv = top(Hv ):z .
2
It is now an easy exercise to show that if a subtree traversed by a call to right-report has k
marked nodes, the size of that subtree is O(k log n).
Theorem 2 The rectangles visible from
z = +1 in a set of n rectangles with sides parallel to the x{
and y{axes can be reported in O(n log2 n) time. The space used is O(n log n).
Proof : The space taken by T is clearly O(n log n) because each cross{section is stored at O(log n)
nodes in T .
Each of the O(n) calls to left-insert and right-delete takes O(log2 n) time since O(log n)
nodes are visited in each call and O(log n) time is spent at each node in updating the heap stored
at that node. Hence the total time spent in calls to left-insert and right-delete is O(n log2 n).
Lemma 2 implies that right-report will traverse a tree of size O(l log n) to report l previously
unreported cross{sections. Since each visible rectangle might be reported O(log n) times, calls to
2
right-report take O (k log n) time, where k is the number of visible rectangles. Since k is at
2
most n, this is O(n log n).
2

6 An Improved Algorithm
In this section, we improve the running time of the algorithm to O(n log n). When a rectangle is
reported for the rst time by the above algorithm, in O(log n) time all cross{sections corresponding
to it can be marked as reported (using the u nrep eld). Since these cross{sections are the leaves of
a subtree of T of size O(log n), the hv values in the tree can be updated to re ect the changes to
T in O(log2n) time. This reduces the O(k log2 n) component of the running time (which is hidden
by O(n log n) in Theorem 2) to O(k log n).
7

To reduce the time taken by the rest of the algorithm from O(n log2 n) to O(n log n) we use
Bern's [Ber] trick. He noted that anytime a node v of T is visited, it is enough to know just the
value of top(Hv ) rather than what is stored in the entire heap. At each node v of the segment tree,
the modi ed algorithm stores a list of values of top(Hv ). Each entry in the list has a range of x
values for which it is valid. The modi ed algorithm simulates the old algorithm exactly except that
no insertions and deletions are made into the heaps and whenever the value at the top of a heap is
needed, the correct value is taken from the corresponding list.
Once the skeleton of T and the event schedule have been determined, for all nodes v in T , we
calculate a sorted list of R:z values for all rectangles R ever stored at v. We can do this in O(n log n)
time. We also keep a sorted list of R:x1 and R:x2 values for each node corresponding to the insertions
and deletions made at that node.
For a single node v, we can represent the sorted list of R:z values by ranks between 1 and m,
where m is the total number of rectangles stored at v. Computing the list of top(Hv ) values now
is an o -line \extract-maximum" problem. Bern shows how a sequence of O(m) insert, delete and
nd-max operations on integers between 1 and m can be processed in O(m) time.
The total length of all top(Hv ) lists is O(n log n) since each rectangle is stored at O(log n) nodes.
The computation of each list requires time linear in the length of the list. Combining with Theorem 1,
we have the following theorem.
Theorem 3 The rectangles visible from z = +1 in a set of n rectangles with sides parallel to the x{
and y{axes can be reported in optimal O(n log n) time. The space used is O(n log n).

7 Conclusions
We have developed a new model of complexity for measuring the performance of hidden-surface
elimination algorithms. This model, called the object complexity model, is motivated by the characteristics of graphics rendering hardware like the z -bu er. Our model is appropriate for both dynamic
and static hidden-surface elimination. We believe that this model measures the performance of a
hidden-surface elimination algorithm much more realistically than the standard computational geometry model of scene complexity.
We have also presented a simple, easy-to-implement algorithm under this new model to report
the set of rectangles visible from the point z = +1. All these rectangles are parallel to the xy{plane
and have sides parallel to the x{ and y{axes. This algorithm runs in optimal O(n log n) time and
takes O(n log n) space.
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